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Introduction and Expedition Aims
Having French friends has its advantages. They cook well, drink well and come in
extremely handy when negotiating caving permits in France. That’s how it came to be
when the planning began in early October 2003. With the help of Thomas Ravier – a
French caver who had studied in Dublin City University and caved with DCU Caving
Club – liaisons were established with other French cavers over the years, namely
Renaud Guerin and Remy Helck.
I remember on one occasion discussing a possible trip to the Vercors while sitting
behind a Pint in McGanns. Amused by the enthusiasm of “French Tom” after his few
pints of Arthur, I soon gave in to his master plan; a Franco-Irish expedition to the
Gouffre Berger. Finding a provisional list of interested cavers to head to France was
easy and Thomas got the wheels in motion on the French side to seek a permit for the
Gouffre. Deciding to challenge the Gouffre Berger sounded like a bit of a long shot at
first, especially considering the logistics involved. However, we had an eager group of
cavers on the Irish side and an equally keen melange of cavers on the French side who
were willing to put the effort in.
The first step in the preparations was getting a permit which would allow us to enter
the Berger. An application had to be made to the mayor of Autrans to visit the cave.
After providing details such as caver names, club, nationality, arrival/departure dates
and insurance details, we eventually got the paperwork in order with our French
counterparts arranging the final touches before dispensing with the application. All we
had to do was wait, and four months later in mid February we received word that our
application had been approved. We had access to the system from the 21st to the 31st
of August 2004.
The primary aim of the expedition was to enter the Gouffre Berger and descend to the
accepted bottom of the system at a depth of just over 1000m. Over the next few
months there were many debates and imaginative ideas about how we were going to
achieve this but with a bit of thought the whole thing started to form into a plan.
Communication to expedition members was primarily by email with training
weekends and regular meetings thrown in to keep everyone abreast of developments.
Equipment was borrowed from anyone who would give it, training was done by
anyone who could do it and the French idea of using 8mm rope was discarded once
the similarities between it and a shoelace became clear.
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The Gouffre
The Gouffre Berger is one of the classic caving trips. It
was the first cave ever to pass the 1000m depth mark and
it contains some of the largest passages and best
formations in the world. Discovered on the 24th May
1953 by a team led by Joseph Berger, it is still one of the
most popular expedition trips and attracts cavers from all
corners of the earth. It is also one of the most sought
after sporting trips. 32 pitches totalling over 500m to
reach the -1000m mark make up the classic trip to the
end of the system. It even boasts a 207 m pitch in the less
used but highest entrance, the Scialet De La Fromagere.
The water resurges at the base of a 500 m high cliff at the
northern edge of the Vercors, in the Cuves De Sassenage,
one of the 5 showcaves in the Vercors.
In 1956 it became the first cave in the World to pass the 1000m mark. The Depth from the entrance at the Gouffre
Berger to the pseudo siphon at the bottom of the system
is 1202m making it the 25th Deepest Cave in the world
(22nd December‘04, NSS) and has been dived to a depth
of 1271m. Because of the depth of the system and the
likelihood of flooding, the Gouffre Berger is considered
lethal for the ill prepared…
Left: Elevated survey of the Gouffre Berger
Below: A plaque near the entrance of the Gouffre Berger. It is
dedicated to a young explorer who died in the system.
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Location
The reason for the number and size of the caves in the Vercors quickly becomes
apparent. It is unusual to have two days in a row without rain. The height of the
Vercors ridges causes great thunderstorms on a regular basis where rainfall can be
measured in cm/hour. On the ridges, the water collects just below the surface of the
exposed limestone pavement before sweeping rapidly through the caves below. As a
result, the caves respond very quickly to rain, with the rise and fall of water levels
almost matching the patterns of rainfall.

Grenoble – South East France

The Vercors National Park is a limestone plateau some 50 miles (N/S) by about 35
miles (E/W) and is located just south of Grenoble in the French Alps. The main towns
and villages are situated at about 4,000ft ASL, whilst the dramatic, unbroken east
ridge touches just under 8,000ft ASL at the Grand Veymont. Politically and
commercially, the National Park is two distinct areas separated by the Bourne Gorge.
Whilst nowhere in the Vercors can be considered overtly touristic, the North is more
commercial and does cater more for the tourist trade, mainly due to the importance of
Correncon (and Villard), Meaudre and Autrans as major skiing resorts.
As the crow flies, the village of Autrans lies approximately 15 miles South West of
the city of Grenoble. Travelling by car, the journey from Grenoble to Autrans takes
roughly one hour. This is where we setup our base camp for the duration of our
expedition.
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The village of Autrans, approximately 15 miles South West of Grenoble

Location of the Gouffre Berger from Autrans
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Preparations
For most of the expedition members, the Gouffre Berger would be their greatest
underground challenge yet. Once word arrived that a permit had been granted, the
physical training began. From reading trip reports of previous expeditions and
listening to the experiences of cavers who had already caved there, the training was
tailored to meet the rigours of the Berger
The type of caving encountered in the Berger has often been compared to ‘hillwalking
underground’. Although the classic return trip from the entrance at the Gouffre Berger
to the Pseudo Siphon is just over 3.5km horizontally, the cave drops over 1km in
depth in the same distance and can take an average of 20 hours to complete the return
trip. Because of this, it wasn’t caving that won the training vote but mountaineering,
due to the variety of accessible but challenging slopes available locally. Trips were
organised to the Wicklow Mountains, the Mournes and even to Ben Nevis in
Scotland. Many caving trips were also planned in Ireland and abroad and technical
workshops were attended to improve group and self-rescue techniques.
For any substantial caving expected in France, a caver could be underground for at
least 8 hours on any one trip. On the Berger bottoming trips, expedition members
would prepare themselves to be underground for at least 24 hours. Personal caving
packs included food, plenty of water and puritabs for the long journeys as well as
personal survival equipment in the event of an accident or long wait for flood waters
to subside.
It was agreed before travelling to France that there should be someone at the Berger
entrance at all times while there were people underground. This would later prove
useful for not only safety reasons but also for moral support to tired cavers after long
trips underground. In the event of an accident, someone would always be on hand to
obtain the necessary help. At the entrance tent, emergency supplies such as a comfort
sac, food, water and technical rescue equipment were kept.
Nicola radios were rented from British cavers who lived in the region. The radios,
which work in the same manner as the ‘hey phones’ used by ICRO provided
communication from Camp one to the entrance tent. This proved useful for up to date
weather reports as well as the comfort of having an ‘outside line’ in the event of an
accident. To prolong battery life, the surface radio was only activated every half hour.
Cavers at camp one would have to wait until the next half hour “window” before
establishing communication with the surface. To avoid confusion with radio on/off
times a clock was placed at the entrance that cavers could synchronise their watches
to.
The entrance tent also contained a sign in/sign out log of all cavers who entered and
exited the cave. Details recorded included time in & time out as well as reports on
water levels, progress of other cavers etc. This would provide useful information to
any cavers that followed underground.
While most of the expedition team arrived in France on the 20th of August – the day
before our permit began – a group led by Garret Devitt had already arrived two days
before and were already busy preparing equipment in anticipation of the first day of
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caving on the 21st. The reels of rope that were pre-delivered to the campsite from
Expé had to be cut to the various pitch requirements, soaked, labelled and bagged.
The Nicola radios had to be collected and tested. Anyone available on the Friday
afternoon were asked to meet with the French lads at the ‘moliere’ to help carry
equipment to the entrance. That was also the opportunity to setup the entrance tent.
The logistics of rigging the Berger were discussed to a great depth before travelling to
France. Rough plans were devised and then forgotten. We knew that all plans
depended firstly on the weather and secondly on how people felt on the day – making
it difficult to put names to rigging teams before going to France. However we did
come up with two separate scenarios and planned our resources around them.
Scenario one was that our French friends would uphold their promise of doing most of
the rigging and as they knew the system this would greatly speed up our descent –
they were also confident of being able to rig to the bottom and return in one day. The
second scenario was our backup plan with none of our French friends involved and
involved rigging the cave over two days.
The final arrangements were agreed on the night of the 20th after arriving in France.
We made contact with the group who had the Berger permit for the week prior to our
arrival. The cavers were from the Combined Services Caving Association of the
British Army. They advised that they had left a lot of the lower half of the system
rigged due to deteriorating weather conditions – from the cascades down. This
changed our plans immediately. It meant that we could do without a number of kit
bags and thereby eliminate the need for two separate teams to transport all the rope.
Now one reasonably sized group could push for the bottom in one go. After meeting
our French team-mates, they confirmed that they would tackle most of the rigging and
were hoping to push for the bottom on day one. There were pros and cons to this plan.
The major pro being that they knew the system. The con being that you had to be
quite fit to join them! Volunteering for the job were Stephen McCullagh, Eoghan
Lynch, Duncan Foster, Enda Walsh and Donal O’Connor. That was team one.
Once team one had got underground and began rigging, team two would follow a few
hours later with emergency equipment for camp one and an option to follow team one
to the bottom. The original plan was that team three would follow ‘hot on the heels’ of
team two and begin double rigging the entrance series. This was pushed back until
early in the week however. Double rigging the entrance series of the Berger has been
common practice by expeditions for many years. It serves two purposes. First by
speeding up parties exiting the cave and thereby reducing bottlenecks at large pitches.
Secondly by adding an extra degree of safety to the caving – if a caver had difficulty
on a pitch, they were easily accessible via rig 2.
Only two French members of our party managed to reach the Pseudo Siphon on day
one due to difficult water levels. On the Thursday however, the Irish returned to get
their revenge and pay their respects to the Pseudo Siphon at the bottom of the Berger
– See the Bottoming report. From everyone who travelled to France, a quarter of the
team managed to reach the bottom of the system. Almost everybody else on the team
managed to visit the magnificent Salle des Treize just past Camp 1.
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Equipment - Group
The list of equipment required by the expedition was broken into a number of
categories. Find below a logistical overview of equipment used during the expedition.
Find on the next page a table of Berger rigging specifications per pitch.
Base Camp:
• 1 communal drum of Carbide
• Whiteboard (plus tarp cover) including markers - used for callouts/notices etc.
• Instructions in French on how to callout the SSF (cave rescue)
• Laminated Berger surveys with clear markings of flood and camp points
• Mess tent for communal equipment and cooking
Cave Entrance:
• Tent and tarp cover for caver equipment and entrance duty personnel
• Rescue equipment (see section on Technical equipment)
• Comfort sac
• Water containers and stove
• Again - Instructions in French on how to callout the SSF (cave rescue)
• Map with locations of mobile phone coverage and helipad
• Sign in/Sign out Logbook with pen attached
• Small Clock – used to synchronise watches for Nicola radio use
• Nicola radio including laminated instructions for use
• Conservation Tape – used to ‘cordon off’ the entrance pitch for safety. Used
also to mark the location of the track leading to the car park
Camp1 Communal:
• Darren drum of spare food and carbide for emergency use
• Water container and stove for emergency use
• First aid kit and spare bivvy bags
• Nicola radio including laminated instructions for use
Technical:
• 1200m of 9mm rope – cut per pitch and labelled. 400m used to double-rig the
entrance series
• 10M wire ladder
• 15 Tackle sacs – labelled with pitch names
• Inflatable dingy and 50m cord for lac cadoux
• Over 150 hangers and a combination of 150 maillons & karabiners
Rescue kit at entrance
•
•
•

Spare 60m rope
10 hangers, krabs and some slings,
Pulleys, jammers and stop descenders for z-rigs
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Shaft

Depth

Rope

Fixings

Entrance Pitch

15m

10m

2 Bolts

Ruiz'

27m

40m

3 Bolts

Holiday Slides..

15m

20-25m

6 Bolts

Cairn..

35m

40m

8 Bolts

Garby..'s

38m

55m

7 Bolts

Gontard..'s

28m

40m

9 Bolts

Relay Pitches..

20m

35m

6 Bolts

Aldo's

42m

60m

7 Bolts

Little General..

10m

20m

3 Bolts

Pool Traverse
Tyrolienne Traverse

5m

15m
40m

2 Bolts
2 Bolts

Hall Of Thirteen Climb

5m

8m

Balcony Pitch

15m

40m

4 Bolts

10m Handline

2 Bolts
2 Bolts

Enormous Cascade
Calcite Slopes..

25m

42m

Vestiare

15m

25m

Canals

Handline

Abelle's Cascade

5m

15m

3 Bolts

Cascades..

10m

20m

5 Bolts

Claudine's Cascade

17m

40m

4 Bolts

Topographers Cascade

5m

25m

3 Bolts

Grand Canyon..

15m

Gaché's

20m

25m

4 Bolts

Resseaut Du Mat.

10m

20m

3 Bolts

Resseaut Du Singe..

10m

30m

3 Bolts

Grand Cascade..

27m

45m

4 Bolts

La Baignoire..

4m

10m

2 Bolts

Little Monkey

45m

50m

6 Bolts

Hurricane Traverse

10m

20m

2 Bolts

Hurricane.

44m

60m

6 Bolts

Totals.....

497meters

824meters

102 Bolts
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Equipment - Personal
A personal equipment checklist was devised early in the organisation stages of the
expedition. This gave expedition members an estimate of the equipment they would
need to participate in the expedition.
Miscellaneous:
• Passport
• Drivers license – if renting a car
• Flight tickets
• Credit/ATM cards
• Insurance Details – FFS/Travel etc.
• EHIC card
• French Phrase Book!
Camping/Above ground:
• Rucksack & smaller day sack
• Tent
• Sleeping bag & sleeping bag liner
• Thermarest
• Personal Administration
Toothbrush & Toothpaste
Shaving kit
Soap & Shampoo
Foot Powder
Medication as appropriate. Asthmatics bring spare inhaler…
• Gas stove and cooking utensils
• Lunchbox
• Platypus or water bottle
• Plate, Bowl, Mug, Cutlery – Knife, Fork & Spoon
• Towel
• Sunscreen
• Insect Repellent
• Sewing/Repair Kit with String & Duck Tape
• Over ground First Aid Kit including Plasters, Paracetemol, Lemsip etc.
General Clothing:
• Long Trousers
• Shorts & T-Shirts
• Warm Jacket/Fleece
• Rain wear
• Sandals/Camp shoes
• Hiking boots
• Underwear, socks etc.
• Swimsuit
• Sunglasses & Hat
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Caving:
• Wellies
• Fleece undersuit
• Spare undersuit for sleeping at camp one or dry change of clothes…
Wetsuit – probably not necessary
• Wetsocks
• Thermals for under the undersuit
• Oversuit
• Kneepads & Elbowpads
• Gloves
• Helmet
• Caving Belt
• Carbide Generator & Headset plus Carbide Container for spare/waste carbide
• Electric Backup
• Spare Batteries and Bulbs
• Tools for servicing lights and equipment
• Whistle & Knife
• Baby-wipes & Ziploc bag or Plastic Container for waste while underground
• Spanner
• Water Container - 2 Litre and Puritabs
• Hexamine stove & Mess tins
• Food – Dried Fruit for snacks and Pot Noodles/Tinned food or Other easily
heatable foods
• Energy Bars
• Tackle sac - Berger/Mammoth bag etc. to carry everything you don’t wear!
• Dry Bag to keep personal equipment dry
• Bivvy bag
• Snap lights, Candles and Lighter
SRT Kit:
• Harness
• Stop, Krab & Braking Krab
• Handjammer and footloop with safety cord
• Croll & Chest harness
• Cows Tails & 2 Krabs – Replace if over 2 years old.
• Self Rescue Equipment
Spare length of rope (15 M)
Extra Krabs x 4
Pulley/Traction & Krab
Prussik Loops
Spare Jammer
Tibloc type ascender
First Aid Kit:
• Analgesic – neurofen etc.
• Immodium
• Dioralite – for rehydration
• Dressings
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•
•
•
•

Roller bandages
Saftey pins
Scissors
Vasoline

Camping underground:
• Sleeping bag
• Lilo and/or Foam Ground Mat
• Earplugs & Eyemask
• Change of clothes - hat, gloves, thermals, socks
• Plastic bags for inside wellies – makes walking around more comfortable
• Tinned food/Ration packs etc.

An after-dinner chat at the campsite. From L-R:
Denise Quigley, Duncan Foster, Enda Walsh, Thomas Ravier, Nicolas Bransolle
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A return trip to the Salle des Treize
By Seamus Breathnach
Team 1:
DF
Duncan Foster
EL
Eoghan Lynch
SMC Stephen McCullagh
RB
Richol Bozon
TR
Thiery Rique

DO
EW
RH
LF
VC

Donal O’Connor
Enda Walsh
Remy Helck
Laurent Festor
Vincent Le Coq

Team 2:
SMN Stephen Macnamara
GD
Garett Devitt
JG
John Gilbert
RG
Renaud Guerin

SB
ROC
TR
HA

Seamus Breathnach
Ronan O’Ceallachain
Thomas Ravier
Helen Aldebert

The good news on arrival in France was that the rain would keep at bay for the first
two days….more or less. After meeting the French cavers on the Friday night and
discussing the options, we agreed - after rounding up some volunteers - to attempt a
trip to the bottom on day one.
At an ungodly hour on Saturday morning, the cavers from rigging team one began to
prepare their equipment while the rest of the crew helped out the best they could while
preparing equipment for the following teams. My own personal bag contained a first
aid kit, food, stove, water, spare carbide and some emergency supplies. Erring on the
side of caution would be a wise idea I thought to myself, fully aware of how easy it
would be to get trapped below ground if the weather deteriorated. However, all the
bits and pieces add up in weight and with the likelihood of at least two bags hanging
out of me at any one time, I reasoned with reality and cut back on the supplies.
Team one would be going it
alone to the bottom and would
be first in to the Berger on the
Saturday morning at 11am.
They had enough equipment to
push to the bottom by
themselves giving team two a
few hours to get ready before
following suit.

Thomas Ravier (L) and Stephen Macnamara (R) on the
walk-in from La Moliere to the Gouffre Berger

The supplies for the Entrance
tent were carried to the cave
entrance
on
the
Friday
afternoon and when the first
team arrived there on Saturday
morning, the surface camp was
already erect complete with
emergency supplies and Nicola
radios.

The walk in from the car park at La Moliere takes the bones of 45 minutes. This
would be a pleasant walk through the woods under normal circumstances but turns
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tiring after a long caving trip due to the uneven limestone and woodland track. The
track also contains a number of junctions which must be navigated carefully
especially at night to avoid getting lost in the wilderness of the Alps! Luckily most of
the junctions were marked with cairns or other markings. Previous expeditions had
hung pieces of reflective tape from tree branches as route markers for the night time
caver. Our initial plans included a provision of reflective tape to clearly mark the
route for our team members but marking the route is now prohibited so we had to
make do with what was already available.
The area around the entrance tent was a delightful sight. A flurry of colour as cavers
prepared their equipment on the limestone pavement beside the cave entrance. A large
blue sheet of tarp tied to some surrounding trees covered the dome tent like a big
gear-umbrella. Derry O’Sullivan jotted our names and the current time into the sign
in/out book as we headed towards the cave entrance. We bid our farewells and moved
towards the first sight of rope at the bottom of the daylight climb.

The Cavers from Team 2 getting kitted up beside the entrance. From L-R:
HA, ROC, JG, SB, GD, TR, SMN

The entrance pitch is an 8m daylight drop before scrambling over the steel doorway
into the darkness below. Ruiz pitch follows where the ‘dodgy wooden platform’ at the
head of the pitch had cleverly camouflaged itself with scree until I heard the creak
below me. A quick clip from my cowstails and a step back into safety gave me a
minute to clear my head before swinging into the black and continuing my descent.
From the bottom of Cairn pitch, the meanders are encountered after a short walk. As
the name suggests, they snake along in rift like fashion giving the caver a traversing
descent to the head of Garbys where a 38m free hang leads to the second half of the
meanders, then to Gontards. The meanders, while barely noticeable on the way in can
often be tiring on the way out especially with tackle sacs attached. Most of these
pitches in the entrance series would be double rigged to avoid potential ‘traffic jams’
and speed up groups exiting the cave.
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A couple of short pitches later and I was easing myself around the corner on the
traverse-line of Aldos pitch. It’s not too bad I thought, at least I can see the far
wall….although that Y-hang seems a bit reachy to get to…As I slid gently over the
edge I checked my gear for the second time followed by the bolts, the rope and the
stability of my bowels for 42m below I could see the tiny light of SMN disappearing
into a crack in the wall.
Popping out into the main streamway from the sporting entrance series was a pleasant
change. Momentarily distracted by the heap of mangled rope on the riverbank, the
gurgling of the river and the grand passage it flowed through quickly caught my
attention and prompted that we get a move on. Not before a quick snack though so we
rested a minute and recharged with water and snacks while waiting for the others to
catch up.
Due to the adverse weather the previous week, water levels within the cave were still
quite high. The Combined Services Caving Association from the UK had been in the
Berger the week before us and due to the wet weather, they had to abandon all ropes
below the cascades in the lower half of the system. This very same weather also made
sure that Lake Cadeaux would be there to greet us on the way down. In dry
conditions, the empty lake blends into the passageway, barely noticeable as you walk
over its muddy floor. After a damp spell, the lake can fill in 45 minutes and takes a
few days of dry weather to drain again.
As I dragged my legs into the quivering inflatable dinghy, I became very conscious of
puncturing the shell with any one of the metal bits attached to me. Falling in the water
in full SRT gear would not be funny. It’s a very peaceful feeling floating across a lake
underground but the experience was short lived. The sandy beach on the far side
arrived after only a few moments of paddling and once all had crossed safely, we took
a few gulps of water and pushed on.
After scampering down the pitches at Little General, we took another quick break to
refill our generators and bellies with water before moving further downstream. The
river eventually disappears to the left beneath the boulders of the great rubble heap.
Standing at the bottom of the rubble heap pondering which way to approach, I
couldn’t even see the roof, never mind the route through the boulders. Then GD’s
powerful 14 LED beam from behind me connected with a piece of reflective tape
attached to a boulder on top of the mound. Nice one. There were bits of reflective tape
and rock cairns dotted all through this passageway acting as beacons for first-time
‘Bergerers’. We pressed on and were soon following the in situ antennae from the
Nicola radio system down towards Camp1. A boulder in the middle of the
passageway stood on its edge, towering above us like a block of flats. We passed to its
right down the steep slope to Camp1. There were only tackle sacs, makeshift shelters
and a mound of spent carbide to greet us but we still felt welcome as it was just the
right spot to break out the brew kits and cook up some dinner.
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Seamus Breathnach in the Salle des Treize. Photo: Des McNally

As we dug in to our ready made meals – ration packs, acquired at a good price from
an external source – RG and his friends Matthew Berger and Nicolas Bransolle caught
up with us and joined us for a snack. One of the French lads sparked up a cigarette
while we attempted to make contact with the surface through the Nicola phones. No
luck. We found out later what caused the malfunction but that’s another story. After
eating our fill, we headed around the corner to see the magnificent hall of thirteen or
Salle des Treize. The French lads ran ahead, eager to catch Team 1 who were rigging
their way towards the bottom. After some deliberation, we in team 2 decided not to
push on to the bottom this day – our chance would come again.
Gigangic Stalagmites and Gour pools the size of small lakes spanned the width of the
passageway in the Salle des Treize. Unlike the small gours we were used to in Ireland
where a mis-placed hand could do serious damage, these gour pools were bit enough
to swim in. We traversed carefully along the ledges of the deep pools to reach to
towering stals at the end of the chamber. We had a wander around until we had been
sufficiently impressed and then turned back to Camp1 to re-assemble our tackle
before starting the walk out.
The walk out is often where the adventures begin in trips to the Berger. The caver can
quickly become tired and disorientated. Route finding is generally not that difficult
but when exhaustion kicks in, mistakes can easily be made. Tales of expedition
members missing junctions or doing complete circles within some of the huge boulder
choked chambers were common. It was often impractical to cave in large groups on
the way out due to amount of pitches encountered. This helped prevent queues of cold
cavers from forming at the bigger pitches. However for safety reasons, it was advised
to always keep an eye out for the person following you - even if was only to wait until
you saw their light before continuing on. The sign out log at the entrance was used to
keep notes of “who was following you” and “where did you last see them”. This
helped to alleviate the anxiety of those waiting at the entrance…
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Bottoming report
by Stephen McCullagh
DF
EL
EW
LB
SMN

Duncan Foster
Eoghan Lynch
Enda Walsh
Les Brown
Stephen Macnamara

DO
EM
JG
SMC

Donal O’Connor
Eoghan Mullen
John Gilbert
Stephen McCullagh

During a bottoming trip to the Gouffre Berger the cave in my mind can be split into
different sections. The initial SRT pitches section to the bottom of Aldo’s; the
stomping section along the starless river across then down le Grand Eboulis past
Camp 1 and the hall of the Thirteen, down the beautiful balcony pitch to the Vestiaire;
the wet section of the canals and the cascades and; finally the final stomp down the
grand canyon, the final few pitches of the Grand Cascade, Little Monkey and Puit de
l’Ouragan eventually encountering the pseudo-sump.
Even with many thunderstorms
occurring during the ten day permit
period we were lucky to get two
chances at bottoming the Gouffre
Berger.

Helene Aldebert at Cairn Pitch, Gouffre Berger.
Photo: Renaud Guerin

The first attempt at bottoming the cave
was with the rigging team consisting
of a five man French team quickly
followed by a five man Irish team (EL,
DF, EW, SMC, DO). With pitches
being rigged relatively quickly,
progress was made rapidly down the
first two sections of the cave to the
Vestiaire, literally the changing room.
From most accounts of the cave we
knew we were going to get wet and
cold from that point on. This was not
alleviated by the sight of watching the
French team donning their brand-new
waterproof pontieres especially bought
for the trip. Nevertheless, knowing that
continental cavers tend to have an
aversion to anything wet, we weren’t
unduly worried. From the Vestiaire, a
multi-rebelay pitch drops down into a
large passage rejoining the main
stream, which before long leads to the
start of the canals.

Although at first it was possible to avoid getting yourself too wet by using the in-situ
traverse lines, eventually it was found that staying dry was not an option on this trip
and a quick plunge into the canal followed by a hasty shuffle along ominously frayed
- 17 -

ropes chest deep in cold water was the order of the day. Before too long the end of the
canals was found and any thoughts of coldness were drowned out by the all-pervading
noise of water coming from the cascades. With conversations at this point being
replaced by quick shouting commands the many pitches, tyroleans and traverses of
this section were quickly covered. In due course the Cascade des Topographes was
bottomed and we entered the relative tranquillity of the Grand Canyon, the location (if
needed) of Camp 2. At this point due to time constraints four of the French team
turned round and the five man Irish team plus one descended further.
After the steep muddy slopes of the Grand Canyon, a series of large pitches with a
combined total height larger than Noone’s hole (Co. Fermanagh) are encountered with
the imposing Grand Cascade being the highlight. Three more people decided to call it
a day and return to the surface leaving DF, SMC plus one to go further. Leading on
from the bottom of the pitch the Baignoire, the only crawl in the trip, was found to be
alarmingly half full of water but with bottoming fever taking over it was hurriedly
passed to the top of the final series of pitches. Eventually the head of the puit de
l’Ouragan was reached and DF descended to the re-belay to find the normally in-situ
tyrolean was missing. Knowing the water levels were very high and not wanting to be
sumped off from the surface (which had happened on a previous bottoming trip by
DF) it was decided that the best option was to make a retreat back out of the cave. It
had taken twelve hours to reach this point. On the way back up we met two more
French cavers who we found out later had bottomed the cave. We weren’t that
disappointed as we knew we still had a chance of accomplishing our goal later on in
the week.
Seven days later and with an all-Irish derigging team consisting of SMN, DO, LB,
EW, SMC, EM, JG we reached the top of the final pitch and with much trepidation
(the water levels were even higher than the first trip), Puit de l’Ouragan was rigged
and bottomed. With the final stomp to the canal leading to the sump completed (the
water levels were too high to risk entering the final canal) and the requisite photos
taken, eight hours had passed and we were left with the return journey to the surface.
In most reports of the Berger I have read, people tend to skip over the long hike out of
the cave even though it takes a longer time period (for me personally 14 hours on the
first trip and 12 hours on the derigging trip). However, these reports tend to suggest
that the hardest bit of the trip is over. In reality with energy running low I made most
of my route finding and judgement mistakes on the return journey - the lowlights of
both trips for me being;
i)

Deciding that it was more energy sapping to traverse the final bit of the canals
with my cowstails attached to the rope and then nearly slipping straight into
the murky depths.

ii)

On both return journeys I walked past the rope hanging down from the
Vestiaire (my thoughts the first time were ‘I wonder where they are bolting up
that aven too?’ and the second time was ‘I don’t really need this handline to go
down this slope and why did they put the back-up bolt so high?’)

iii)

Walking up one side of the boulder heap above the Balcony pitch to promptly
walk back down the other side to find the…………………. Balcony Pitch.
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iv)

Hiking up to the top of Le Grand Eboulis and while staring at the rope for the
Tyrolienne Traverse stating that the way on most definitely must be higher.

v)

Taking the obvious route at the top of Little General and only realising half
way up a rather intimidating climb that surely this would have been rigged if
we had came this way on the way down. The true route was up a slope
immediately to the left (on the way out) of the Little General pitch.

vi)

Not finding the rope at the bottom of the Relay pitches although for once that
wasn’t my fault as it was unknowingly dragged up the pitch by the last person
– I suppose the hour long sleep did me good but it could have been a lot longer
as it required a French caver to free climb the 8m pitch to retrieve the rope.
Otherwise it would have been a long wait for rescue.

The de-rigging plan. In a similar fashion to the rigging plan, separate teams were needed to
complete the de-rig.
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Dent de Crolles Through Trip: Trou du Glaz to Guiers Mort
By Stephen Macnamara
Date: 24 August 2004.
Caving: John Gilbert, Eoghan Lynch, Malcolm MacDomhnaill, Stephen Macnamara,
Stephen McCullagh, Eoghan Mullen, Donal O'Connor, Enda Walsh.
Duration: Approx. 8 hours.
After a scuppered canyoning trip due to a sheared car wheel bolt the day before, we
decided to try our luck in Dent de Crolles. We really were trying our luck: this was a
pull-through trip via a reasonably complex route, only four of us had been there
before - three years ago - and we had no survey. In addition, we didn't know if
Cascade Rocheuse, a climb enroute, would be prerigged. Nevertheless, we had our
secret weapons - Donal "Climbing Machine" O'Connor and Malcolm "The Hopeful"
MacDomhnaill ("It's easy to freeclimb") - so the eight of us in three cars made our
way towards the Col de Coq.
Arriving at the base of the valley, the memories of
three years ago suddenly flooded back. The climb
to the entrance was a steep slog up to the start of
the exposed limestone. Fortunately our vigorous
Berger training programmes (what?) had prepared
us for such, and forty minutes later we were at the
mouth of Trou du Glaz sheltering from a heavy
shower that had been threatening all morning.
Meanwhile, Stephen McCullagh, Malcolm and
Eoghan Lynch were depositing two cars at the far
entrance.

Getting changed at the Col de Coq Dent de Crolles in the backgoround.

Enda and I went on to rig the first three Lantern
Pitches with the three available ropes. We were
joined by the others after half an hour's wait at the
top of the fourth pitch. The rain had reportedly
become heavier, and the cave would be much
wetter than usual. However, the ropes had been
pulled down and we were committed.
We
progressed down the fourth Lantern Pitch and on to
P36. A 10.5mm rope was necessary here because
of a slight rub point, and it brought us in one
smooth descent to stream level and the start of the
meanders.

The meanders were easy going, starting with a small pitch down a cascade. After a
short while the narrow P9 appeared around the corner (make sure you don't go too
high: the pitch head is only a few metres up from the stream). This and succeeding
drops were prerigged - as they had been three years ago - and for the rest of the trip
our ropes stayed in their bags. Although water levels were high, it was possible to
keep dry feet. Puits de L'Arche followed (remember to descend only 3 metres before
you swing into the opposite passage!), with Puits des Malchanceux straight after. An
interesting fossil meander led to Puits des Bivouac, at the foot of which we turned left.
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From here, the main passage brought us to a T-junction with the large Gallerie des
Champignons, so called because of the mushrooms of moonmilk covering the floor.
A short distance along the left-hand branch we were confronted with the Cascade
Rocheuse climb, and to our relief it was rigged. At this point we decided to do as the
French and have underground lunch. It wasn't quite cheese, baguettes and wine, but
the next best thing: army ration packs which had been sourced from a corrupt army
friend. These things have a chemical heater that just requires addition of water;
however, it is advisable to follow the instructions carefully. Some cavers failed
miserably and had cold dinner.
Others survived minor explosions after
overexuberantly applying the water addition step.
The prerigging of the climb was good news for Donal, since freeclimbing would have
been risky. While the first thirty metres were heavily fluted and easy to chimney, the
rock became flat after this and some kind of bathroom plunger would have come in
handy. Furthermore, he would have been drowned by the waterfall (not ususally
there) - even SRTers could not avoid a liberal spraying. At the top, the passage took
us under two water spouts from the ceiling. They were very pretty, but they shouldn't
have been there - they gave that special "sinking submarine" feeling. Traversing
around a hole in the floor, we reached Puits Banane and dropped by pendulum into
Boulevard des Tritons.
Tritons is a large, straight, circular tunnel with a trench cut into the floor. The trench
is caver-width or more, and the sides, covered in slippery mud, slope towards it.
Progression requires alternately walking/clinging to one side, straddling with a foot on
either side, and possibly running zig-zags backwards and forwards across the trench
like a skateboarder who has forgotten his board. In any case, we passed it and
followed the main route. There are several ways leading off to the sides that rejoin
the main route, but they are too difficult to describe (one can lose oneself in there).
Soon we found the Vire Rias, a large pitch with an in situ traverse around the edge.
After this, we were back into large passage, and after a while a trench cut straight
across the path. Climbing into this, the rift took us left to the head of the huge Puits
Isobelle. Again, we traversed around the top of the chasm using the fixed line.
Shortly afterwards, the ceiling lowered and we took a left hand fork down a low
sliding tube to Puits Pierre. This still had the same spaghetti junction of ropes that it
had had on our previous trip (just remember to traverse to the left through the eyehole
before you get onto the rope going down).
From the bottom of the pitch, we turned into the first low tunnel on the right and the
start of the Labyrinthe. Routefinding was easy: following the gale-force wind and
avoiding any tunnels that are walled off, you emerge above a hole in the ground;
traverse along this and dive into the tube in the far wall. Before long, all eight of us
had made it through the last couple of squeezes and were standing in the vast
blackness of Guiers Mort. A clamber down a boulder slope and a five-minute journey
along the boulder-strewn river brought us to the magnificent entrance overlooking the
cascading valley beneath at early dusk. There is something magic about through
trips!
We stopped in Grenoble for Pizza des Escargots and beer on the way back. I could
get used to caving in France!
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Expedition members
The bulk of the expedition team were from Ireland with a number of French cavers
arriving and departing over the ten days to make up the rest of the team. On the 21st of
August (Day one of our Berger permit) we had pretty much a full compliment of
cavers, the majority of who had arrived on the 20th. These would make up the initial
rigging teams. Garett Devitt, Steph Dwyer, Derry O’Sullivan and Larry O’Neill had
arrived before us and had done the work preparing equipment etc. Paul Smyth and
John Moore arrived on Sunday the 22nd and Les Brown, Sharon Hennessey and
Eoghan Mullan arrived on Monday the 23rd to complete the team.

From Ireland

Arrival Date

Breathnach, Seamus (Expedition Coordinator)
Brown, Les
Devitt, Garret
Dwyer, Stephanie
Foster, Duncan
Gilbert, John
Hennessey, Sharon
Johnston, Eddie
Lynch, Eoghan
MacDomhnaill, Malcolm
MacNamara, Stephen
McCullagh, Stephen
McNally, Des
Moore, John
Mullan, Eoghan
O’Ceallachain, Ronan
O’Connor, Donal
O’Neill, Larry
O’Sullivan, Derry
Quigley, Denise
Ravier, Thomas
Smyth, Paul
Walsh, Enda

20th
23rd
18th
18th
20th
20th
23rd
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
20th
22nd
23rd
20th
20th
18th
18th
20th
20th
22nd
20th

From France
Aldebert, Helene
Berger, Matthew
Bozon, Richol
Bransolle, Nicolas
Festor, Laurent
Guerin, Renaud
Helck, Remy
Le Coq, Vincent
Rique, Thiery
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Accounts
All figures are in Euro.
Expedition Income and Expenditure for group equipment.
Income
Individual contribution of €30 from
25 expedition members. 25 x €30

€750

SUI Grant

€800

Total Income

Expenditure
1200m rope

Nicola Rental for 10 days
Carbide
Inflateable Dingy
Emergency Food
Thomas Ravier – Phone
Expenses
€1550 Total Expenditure

€1390
€60
€30
€35
€25
€10
€1550

Expedition members had to pay for their own transport, accommodation and food.
The average cost per person for 10 days is shown below.
Travel
Return flight to Lyon, France
Car rental for 10 days

230.00
100.00

Accommodation
Campsite for 10 nights

60.00

Food
Sustenance for 10 days

100.00

Total

€490.00
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2 - Gouffre Berger flooding patterns
General advice
Cavers that have problems are usually the ones that camp on the way in. They loose
touch with the weather on the surface. If it has not rained for a few hours before you
go in, you can be clear of the Cascades within the 5 hour prediction window.
Flooding patterns
After one hour of (heavy) rain, the entrance series floods with a surprisingly large
amount of water.
Cairn Pitch; water knocks stones down: try rigging the rope well
clear of the water.
The Meanders; flood pulse up to 1 metre high: safe in most
places due to height above bottom of Meanders. If worried, take
higher route early on.
Puits Aldo; completely impassable: don't fight it. Can also
second-flood-pulse in extreme conditions, with water cascading
over the top.
1 hour after rain stops, water levels return to normal.
After 4-5 hours, main cave floods with flood patterns matching rainfall patterns,
although water levels may take as much as 10 hours to drop after the rain has stopped.
Water levels may remain elevated, though not in flood, for at least a day.
Starless River Passage; may be awkward: if the river cannot be
crossed where necessary, don't try.
Lac Cadoux; rises taking about 45 minutes to fill: use a dinghy.
It will empty after a couple of days with no rain.
The cascades between Camps I and II; can become lethal very
quickly: do not try to fight the water. If the river cannot be
followed where necessary, don't try.
Lower streamway pitches; can become 'sporting': take care and
sit out the flood if you are worried.
Flat out section above Little Monkey; can become extreme
hazzard: sit out the flood on the stal banks.
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Hurricane Pitch; can become dangerous but passable: take care
and sit out the flood if you are worried.
Below -1075 m; extremely dangerous: try never to get caught
here, there is little chance of escape.
After 12 hours of persistent, very heavy rain, main cave floods to extremely
dangerous levels
Canals; if rainstorms have been heavy over the last few days,
these can sump: you should not be here anyway but if you are,
there is very little you can do. You can climb above the canals in
some places.
The cascades between Camps I and II; nowhere left to hide:
you should not be here anyway but if you are, climb as high as
you can and say a prayer to your favourite angel.
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APPENDIX 3 – General Rigging Topos
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